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Over the years, there have been many “it” couples worth
following in celebrity news. Most of us admire the romance
between celebrity couples, especially when they make their
marriages work during their years of being celebrity parents!
What can these couples teach us about how to make a marriage
work?

Here is some celebrity relationship
advice you can apply to your own

marriage!
1. Take breaks from each other: Chrissy Teigen and John Legend
may seem like a couple that is together 24/7, but they do
spend time apart. According EOnline.com, the couple values
trips away from each other because it allows them to miss
being together and appreciate their relationship. Spending
time apart really does make the heart grow founder!

John Legend and Chrissy
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple: 10 Reasons Chrissy Teigen and
John Legend are Relationship Goals
2. Make each other laugh: These 90’s Hollywood sweethearts are
still together after 15 marriage! Freddie Prinze Jr. spoke
with EOnline.com and shared that his secret to a successful
marriage with Sarah Michelle Gellar is laughter! Keeping each
other happy will continue to make your marriage work.
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Related Link: Celebrity Couple Sarah Michelle Gellar and
Freddie Prinze Jr.: How Does A Couple Cope With Illness?
3. Always communicate: Neil Patrick Harris and Husband David
Burtka have been known for their awesome parenting skills, but
the couple can also be a great example for making a marriage
work! According to ETOnline.com, the secret to their marriage
is speaking up and talking to each other. Discussing your
problems and letting each other know how you are feeling will
make your marriage stronger in the long run!

Photo courtesy of Neil
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Related Link: Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka Share
Italian Wedding Photo
4. Rebuild your relationship: This famous musical couple has
been under the spotlight in recent years over a cheating
scandal. Jay-Z can assure everyone that not every marriage is
perfect. The rapper spoke with RollingStone.com and revealed
that he had to rebuild his marriage with Beyoncé in order for
them to be happy again. Sometimes hardships can make a
marriage crumble, but sometimes you can make it work at the
end of the day!

Jay-Z and Beyonce. Photo:
Rick Maiman/Fame Pictures
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Making Marriage Work Like
Beyoncé
5. Watch Oprah together: The funny duo Leslie Mann and Judd
Apatow have worked together on many romantic comedies together
and have been married for 20 years! The director shared with
Vice.com that they both watch Oprah’s SuperSoul Sunday and
then apply lessons from the show to their marriage each week.
Television shows that give you relationship advice can be
helpful for you and your partner!
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Related Link: Celebrity News: Judd Apatow Feels Bad for Wife
Because He’s a ‘Disgusting Man’
Which famous married couple is your favorite from this list?
What advice will you be applying to your marriage? Tell us in
the comments!

